
Feeport
is a smart technology enterprise aiming to provide EU- and non-EU based businesses with innovative and 

tested technology to enable a seamless customs clearance process for e-commerce goods imported into 

the European Union. Our objective has been to create a neutral cross-border e-commerce software plat-

form that we named X7trade which will help B2B supply chain members to streamline and automate the 

customs clearance process for low-value e-commerce goods imported into the EU from third countries.

Why?
Since 1 July 2021, a new EU VAT eCommerce package has been in force (1) ensuring that VAT on all import-

ed e-commerce goods, regardless of their intrinsic value, is paid correctly by non-EU e-sellers to the EU 

Member State of destination and at (2) simplifying declaration and payment of VAT on distance sales.

X7trade
a software platform developed by Feeport - a smart tool that 

enables supply chain stakeholders like consolidators,  customs 

brokers or other logistics service providers to meet new regu-

latory requirements and declare low-value (<150EUR intrinsic 

value) eCommerce goods imported into the EU from third 

countries in a secure and efficient manner.

Simplifying declaration 
of imported eCommerce 
goods into the EU



Process description
The platform´s focus is on automatic lodging of a 

large number of low-value import customs declara-

tions(H7) to EU Member States´ IT systems.

The X7trade platform is available via a user inter-

face (UI) that runs on our universal API. It creates a 

user-friendly, easy-to-navigate direct connectivity 

channel to the IT systems of the relevant EU Mem-

ber States customs administrations.

Once the data is uploaded into the X7trade platform, 

our intelligent system will check its quality as well as 

validate if such data meets the requirements of the 

new EU regulation.

If individual products, groups of products or even 

an entire manifest lacks HS codes (a standardized 

numerical method of classifying traded products), 

the X7trade platform will on demand assign the 

missing HS codes to the product description on the 

manifest. Without properly assigned HS codes, no 

declarations can be lodged with EU Member States´ 

customs administrations.

Functionality
     Unlimited H7 dataset declarations generated in seconds (IOSS, Special Arrangement)

     HS code search

     API connections with EU Member States´ customs administrations

     Status events for logistics service providers or e-commerce platforms

     Declaration’s archive

     Reports

 www.feeport.eu


